The phonics blends workbook has been helpful in introducing and reinforcing phonics concepts. Read more. Helpful. Phonics Blends book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Flash Skills are a line of mini-workbooks designed to focus on specific skills. Each book uses a unique theme and adorable art to help young learners master math and reading through practice and reinforcement. Fun full-color stickers motivate and reward. Reading Made Easy with Blend Phonics for First Grade. And Mr. Donald L. Potter’s Blend Phonics Lessons and Stories. Blend Phonics Fluency Drill 15 (Unit 13) INITIAL CONSONANT BLENDS CONTINUED. Snap skip sang cling skiff swift scan flash flag swing flung club blend spot club flag. Snap skid sung clang scuff snuff spin flush flop swung smack SWIG glad flock stop clap stuck. My ideas about task analysis, learning hierarchies and subordinate skills came originally from a study I did on the learning of ninth graders in a mathematics problem (inferring and stating a general formula for the sum of terms in a number series.)